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Here is the book that started the Bugs phenomenon! Inside each bright box are bugs to count
from one to ten. Bugs fans will laugh and learn as they lift open the boxes and find colorful,
comical bugs that pop out, run, eat -- and even swim! How Many Bugs in a Box? will keep
children counting over and over again.

About the AuthorDavid A. Carter is a master paper engineer and creator of How Many Bugs in a
Box? and more books in that series, which has sold more than six million copies. He is also the
author and illustrator of the critically acclaimed One Red Dot, among others. Carter lives in
Auburn, California, with his family.
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Christine M. Woodworth, “An Interactive, Simulating Variety of Bugs Help a Child Learn to Count.
This book had been recommended by a colleague to me. I bought it to help teach my grand
baby girl how to count, but it teaches much more than this. Bugs are inside a variety of different
sized and colored boxes, and of course all the bugs are different which makes it very interesting,
artistic and unique. As you count from 1 to 10, the pop-ups allow the child to interact with the
text. At the end there is an emotional response to the 10 Saw Bugs in the box - Beware of the
Danger! She always wanted to shut it down (correct response), but loved every minute of it! One
of her all time favorite books and she is now 6! Simplistically perfect.”

Ambre B, “Highly recommend. These are THEE best books. My 20 month old loves them -
although he can’t play with then my himself because he would rip out all the pop ups. He asks to
read them over and over. We have several different kinds now. Thy are always so entertaining
and interesting how they are put together when you open the page.  Highly recommend.”

Sara T, “A favorite for a second generation. This was one of my favorite books as a kid. When my
3 year old son found my beat up old copy at my parents' house, he loved it so much that I had to
buy him a copy that actually has all of the flaps! I was so glad to see that it is still in print. My only
complaint is that the new book is smaller, which makes some of the boxes a bit more fiddly to
operate, but I noticed because I have both copies at hand.”

Mike G, “Daughter Loved It!. This is a really good popup book. Our 9mo old daughter really
enjoyed my wife and I reading it to her. She quickly figured out how to make the popups work
and would immediately go to them when the page was turned. While it is a nice book it may not
be for a child as young as ours. She loved the book so much that she quickly destroyed all the
bugs and their boxes. When they're this young hardly anything like a book will last. However,
we're going to wait a bit and purchase her another copy when she gets a bit older as we're sure
that she'll enjoy it all the same.”

laulee1, “Great Book!. This is a great book for counting but also because it is interactive, has
boxes to open. My kids got this book about 20 years ago, and I recently took it out again for a 2
year old boy that visits our home - it's the first thing he says when he come in the door - BUG
BOOK ? My only complaint is that the book has shrunk - our first edition is about 8X11, this
one is much smaller - loses some of it's appeal.”

Dragon Lady, “Another GREAT pop-up book!!. I happen to love David Carter books and this one
does not disappoint! The pop-up ability makes it an interactive book and so makes it a great
shared experience for both child and adult. As always, his illustrations are funny, vibrant and so
well done. This is also a great way to teach a child to respect a book...we tell my granddaughter



to use "nice" hands when exploring...but the card stock makes the pages durable enough that
they can take a toddler's handling.”

Margaret  Diaz, “A book to be passed on to several grandchildren.. My granddaughter loved it.”

Deborah, “Nice counting book for toddlers.. Nice book with bugs. Popular with toddlers.But
disappointed as much smaller than the original book I had for my kids, and not sure the pull up
flaps will withstand rough handling by young child. Seems more flimsy than original....but bugs
are the same.”

Clarissa, “Great book to talk about. This is a great way to talk about numbers with young children
without anyone getting bored”

peter kenny, “Five Stars. Excellent product, Fast delivery - well packaged - Thanks!”

mikeh, “Five Stars. Excellent value and prompt delivery.”

chiqitabanana, “Great book, highly entertaining. My 3.5 year old absolutely loves this book, and
asks for it every night. He especially enjoys the first work out bug.I took a star off because the
pages and pull outs are more flimsy than what you normally find in a toddler book and tear VERY
easily, so much care is needed when using it.”

The book by Roger Priddy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 377 people have provided feedback.
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